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Abstract

This article introduces storage management technology for booting a computer operating system (OS)
in a shared partition and changing an OS in a partition used for centralized management of personal
computer (PC) terminals. STRAGEX provides a safe environment and reduces the total cost of operation
through centralized management of PC terminals.

1. Current status of PC management
In recent years, the leaking of information from
personal computers (PCs) has grown into a major
social problem. In enterprises, security measures for
PCs require the system administrator and users to
install and set up security software on every machine
and periodically update it. Such PC management
work places a large burden on the system administrator and users, and management is often entrusted to
the users, so it may not be performed thoroughly.
When an information leak occurs in a business, it
may cause great social or monetary loss. For that
reason, the thin client system has been attracting
attention as a means of implementing centralized PC
security.
2. STRAGEX architecture
The STRAGEX system [1], [2] is a type of thin client system developed to facilitate centralized PC
management (Fig. 1). A STRAGEX terminal is simply an ordinary PC whose internal hard disk drive has

been removed. Instead, data is stored externally on a
large-capacity, centrally managed storage system.
Many conventional thin client products use a dedicated server to execute the processing that was originally done by the PC, leaving the PC with only the
functions of screen display and keyboard input. If
there are a large number of PCs, however, that
approach concentrates the processing load on the
server, so it leads to degraded performance. Another
problem is that keyboard or mouse operations and
graphics processing are performed over the network,
so the response is slow. For these reasons, the full
thin-client approach is not suitable for tasks that
require high processing performance, such as computer-aided design (CAD) and video. The STRAGEX
system has a management server for managing terminals and partition information for storage, but there is
no dedicated server that does the actual processing as
in many conventional thin client products. Furthermore, as the STRAGEX terminal is just an ordinary
PC whose hard disk drive has been removed; the processing itself is executed locally at the STRAGEX
terminal and performance is the same as with an ordinary PC.
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Fig. 1. Overview of STRAGEX system.

3. Dynamic partition mounting
An ordinary IP (Internet protocol) network is used
to connect the STRAGEX terminal and the largecapacity storage. The iSCSI (Internet small computer
system interface) [3] protocol is used for access. The
large-capacity storage has an operating system (OS)
partition for storing the OS and application programs
and a user partition for each user to store individual
user data. The STRAGEX terminal operates as
described below.
–	When the power is turned on, only the OS partition is mounted according to the OS partition
information sent by the management server, and
the OS is then booted.
–	When a user logs on to the terminal, the user
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partition for that user is mounted according to
the user partition information sent by the management server.
–	When the user logs off, that user’s user partition
is unmounted, returning the terminal to the state
in which only the OS partition remains mounted.
–	When the terminal is shut down, the OS partition
is also unmounted.
This dynamic mounting of only the required partitions means that no important information is left on
the terminal. Furthermore, the use of the iSCSI protocol to mount the partitions allows dynamic changes in
the correspondence between a STRAGEX terminal
and each partition, so users can use any STRAGEX
terminal as their own terminal. Another major feature
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of the STRAGEX system is that the same OS partition can be mounted by multiple terminals. Centralized management achieved through sharing an OS
partition by multiple terminals is explained in the
next section.
4. Shared mode functions
The STRAGEX system provides two ways to use
the large-capacity storage: a shared mode, in which
multiple STRAGEX terminals use a shared OS partition, and a private mode, in which each STRAGEX
terminal uses its own OS partition (Fig. 2). In the
shared mode, the system administrator executes security countermeasures for all of the terminals that have
mounted the shared OS partition by simply executing
the countermeasures for the shared OS partition. Furthermore, because application programs are installed
and managed only on the shared OS partition, centralization can greatly reduce the cost of terminal
management.



5. Avoiding OS partition write contention
In the shared mode, the OS partition is shared by
multiple STRAGEX terminals, but the OS invoked by
each terminal manages the file system information on
a terminal-by-terminal basis. Thus, when an operation tries to write to the OS partition that is shared by
multiple terminals, there will be data inconsistency
between the state of the storage managed by the OS
and the actual storage state. In the worst case, the data
in the storage could become unavailable.
To avoid these problems, the STRAGEX system
uses the storage functions to disable writing to the
shared OS partition and implements a function for
buffering the write data at the terminal and not writing to the large-capacity storage. When there is a
request to write to the storage, this function writes the
data to the write buffer (Fig. 3). When there is a
request to read from storage, the function first checks
the write buffer to see if the requested data is stored
there. If it is, the data is read from there; if not, it is
read from storage. This write buffering is implementNTT Technical Review
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ed in the storage driver, so the OS and application
programs can run without being aware that the storage is being shared and without any changes being
made in the higher-level software. The destination for
the buffering can be set to either the terminal’s main
memory or the dedicated buffering partition of the
storage.
6. Three OS partitions in shared mode
While OS partitions used in the shared mode have
the advantage of centralized management, data might
be destroyed if the management terminal executes a
write operation while the terminal is being used, as
Vol. 6 No. 6 June 2008

mentioned above. To allow changes within the OS
partition when the system administrator executes OS
security countermeasures, application program
installation, and other such management tasks even
when a user is operating a terminal, the STRAGEX
system provides three OS partitions for the shared
mode. These are listed below and overviewed in
Fig. 4.
–	Active partition: An OS partition used in common by user terminals
–	Standby partition: An OS partition used from the
management terminal by the system administrator for management
–	Backup partition: An OS partition for backing up
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an OS partition
Switching among these three partitions to perform
OS partition management is another feature of the
STRAGEX system. OS partition management is
explained in the next section.

started up, it communicates with the management
server and gets the standby partition information and
mounts the standby partition. The standby partition is
then dedicated for use by the management terminal.
When the system administrator uses the management
terminal to update the OS or an application program,
it is the OS or application program stored in the
standby partition that is updated. To make the updated
standby partition into the active partition that is
shared by the user terminals, an operation called system switching is performed. When system switching

7. System switching
The system administrator uses the management
terminal to manage the shared OS partitions. Unlike
a user terminal, when a management terminal is
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Fig. 5. Movement of partition by system switching and switching back.
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is performed, the standby partition is copied to the
active partition. Before this copying is executed, the
management server assigns the current active partition as the backup partition to avoid affecting the
terminals that are running. Conversely, if there is a
problem with the currently active OS or an active
application program, the system can be rolled back to
the previous version (switching back operation). In a
switch back, the backup partition is copied to the
active partition and the backup partition is moved to
the standby partition. At that time, the management
server also assigns the currently active partition as the
backup partition to avoid affecting terminals that are
running. The operations of system switching and
switching back are illustrated in Fig. 5. The management server actually manages the three partitions by
using a database and simply changes the values in the
database, making no physical changes at all to the
terminals. When a terminal is newly started up after a
system switching or switching back operation has
been executed, it receives the updated active partition

information from the management server and can
then use the updated active partition.
8. Concluding remarks
In this article, we described a scheme for centralized management that uses the shared OS partition
feature of the STRAGEX system. In future, we plan
to use the STRAGEX system as a base for achieving
even higher performance and more advanced functionality in the daily operations of an actual company.
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